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When an adult claims he cannot sleep without his teddy bear, people tend to react surprised. Language interpretation is, thus,
influenced by social context, such as who the speaker is. The present study reveals inter-individual differences in brain reactivity
to social aspects of language. Whereas women showed brain reactivity when stereotype-based inferences about a speaker
conflicted with the content of the message, men did not. This sex difference in social information processing can be explained
by a specific cognitive trait, one�s ability to empathize. Individuals who empathize to a greater degree revealed larger N400
effects (as well as a larger increase in �-band power) to socially relevant information. These results indicate that individuals with
high-empathizing skills are able to rapidly integrate information about the speaker with the content of the message, as they make
use of voice-based inferences about the speaker to process language in a top-down manner. Alternatively, individuals with lower
empathizing skills did not use information about social stereotypes in implicit sentence comprehension, but rather took a more
bottom-up approach to the processing of these social pragmatic sentences.
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INTRODUCTION
When a 6-year-old girl claims that she cannot sleep without

her teddy bear, hardly anybody will look surprised. However,

when an adult man says the same thing, this is bound to raise

some eyebrows. Besides linguistic content, the voice also

carries information about a person’s identity relevant for

communication, such as idiosyncratic features related to the

gender and approximate age of the speaker (Campanella and

Belin, 2007). The previous example illustrates that these

context-bound aspects of language play a role in the inter-

pretation of the spoken message. In linguistic theory, this

is referred to as pragmatic aspects of language, involving

the ability to attribute meaning to social cues. The present

study used event-related brain potentials (ERPs) to investi-

gate the issue of inter-individual differences in the cognitive

processes that mediate the integration of social information

in a linguistic context. More specifically, we were interested

in inter-individual variability in the use of probabilistic

inferences about the speaker while interpreting his/her

message.

In language processing, a potential determinant of inter-

individual variability is sex, with behavioural studies

consistently reporting women, on average, to perform better

on certain measures of verbal skills than men (Maccoby and

Jacklin, 1974; Halpern, 1992; Herlitz et al., 1997; Kimura,

1999), but see a meta-analysis of Hyde and Linn (1988).

Recent neuroimaging studies provide further evidence for

sex-based differences in language processing by revealing

anatomical differences in the brain, as well as a stronger lat-

eralization of language for men than for women (Shaywitz

et al., 1995; Pugh et al., 1996; Jaeger et al., 1998; Gur et al.,

2000; Kansaku et al., 2000; Phillips et al., 2001; Baxter

et al., 2003; Knaus et al., 2004; Clements et al., 2006;

Hill et al., 2006). In two recent studies by Daltrozzo et al.

(2007) and Wirth et al. (2007) who employed the ERP

technique in a lexical-semantic priming paradigm found

substantiation for sex-based differences in semantic-language

processing. The results showed that men and women differed

in semantic processing as indicated by earlier onsets, as well as

larger amplitudes of N400 effects for women as compared to

men. It was suggested that these results indicated a more

automated processing of semantic information in women

than in men.

Specific to the current issue of inter-individual variability

in pragmatic language functioning, recent work by Schirmer

and colleagues also points to sex-based differences in the

processing of a certain social aspect of language encapsulated

in the speaker’s voice: a person’s affective state. In a line of

studies investigating the neurophysiological correlates of

vocal-emotion processing, they found differences in

the way men and women process this form of social
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information. One ERP study revealed that women showed

an increased mismatch negativity (MMN) to emotion

compared to neutral vocalizations when presented outside

the participants’ attentional focus, whereas men did not

(Schirmer et al., 2005b). Another ERP study revealed that

women, but not men, showed an enlarged N400 to words

with incongruous emotional prosody when they were asked

to focus on word meaning rather than emotional prosodic

information (Schirmer and Kotz, 2003). In addition, an

fMRI study using the same materials revealed that in

women, the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) was more strongly

activated in incongruous as compared to congruous trials.

This congruence difference only appeared as a tendency for

men (Schirmer et al., 2004). Together, these studies confirm

and extend earlier behavioural studies concerning sex-based

differences favouring women in emotion perception and

higher order language functions (Hall, 1978, 1984;

Hampson and Kimura, 1992; Kimura, 1999; Hall et al.,

2000; Hall and Matsumoto, 2004).

In the present study, we use EEG to examine sex-based

differences in a particular aspect of pragmatic language func-

tioning, the ability to use voice-based inferences about the

speaker. However, rather than simply focusing on sex differ-

ences per se, we also aim to assess to what extent such dif-

ferences can be explained by a cognitive trait that on average

tends to differ between men and women: the ability to

empathize with another individual. The idea of considering

empathy as a viable determinant of inter-individual differ-

ences in pragmatic language functioning follows from

research in the realm of social cognition. The end result of

social cognition has been defined as the accurate perception

of the dispositions and intentions of other individuals

(Brothers, 1990). Here, empathizing skills play a crucial

role. In the literature, a distinction has been made between

cognitive empathy (also known as mentalizing or Theory of

Mind) and affective empathy (Mehrabian and Epstein, 1972;

Davis, 1996; Decety and Jackson, 2004). Cognitive empathy

involves the recognition and understanding of mental states

of others, enabling us to predict their behaviour. Affective

empathy, on the other hand, involves the experience of

a similar emotion. Cognitive empathy is assumed to be of

particular significance for pragmatic language functioning

(Tager-Flusberg, 1993; Baron-Cohen, 1995), and as such

may serve as a defining factor in inter-individual variability

in the processing of social information. Studies using a wide

variety of self report measures of empathy have consist-

ently found that, on average, women score higher than

men (for reviews see Eisenberg and Lennon, 1983; Davis,

1996). In addition, Hoffman (1977) found that women

showed higher levels of empathy across a range of behav-

ioural studies. Given this association of empathy with

sex, sex-based differences in the processing of social infor-

mation in a linguistic context may actually be the result

of inter-individual differences in ability to empathize with

another person.

The present study
To investigate inter-individual variation in social-language

processing, we set up a study involving a particular form

of social information processing conveyed by the human

voice, namely the use of probabilistic inferences about the

speaker while interpreting his/her message. In the current

study, participants listened to sentences with conceptual

messages that either did or did not match with stereotypical

beliefs about the speaker, based on voice-based inferences

about the speaker’s age, sex or social economic status

(e.g. ‘I cannot sleep without my “teddy bear” in my arms’

spoken by a 6-year-old boy vs an adult male speaker). The

violations always emerged at a mid-sentence critical word,

and up until the critical word the spoken sentence frames

were fully compatible with voice-based assumptions about

either speaker. In addition, participants heard sentences that

were congruent or contained a lexical semantic violation

(e.g. ‘You wash your hands with “soap/horse” and water’).

A previous ERP study using the same materials revealed that

when listening to spoken sentences, voice-based inferences

about the speaker are immediately used in utterance inter-

pretation, in the same manner as lexical semantic informa-

tion; semantic as well as pragmatic violations both elicited

N400 effects (Van Berkum et al., 2008). In the present

study, we used the experimental materials and data of the

Van Berkum et al. study to investigate inter-individual vari-

ability in these social pragmatic and lexical semantic N400

effects.

Consider the prominent difference between the two ma-

nipulations. In contrast to the semantic manipulation, the

speaker identity incongruent items are not linguistic viola-

tions per se, as the sentences themselves are correct. Instead,

it solely depends on the speaker whether a sentence is

considered to be potentially anomalous or not. Violations

are the result of a mismatch between the content of the

message and stereotypical ideas about the speaker, based on

the speaker’s voice. In essence, the building of stereotypes

helps simplify the complexity of perception by means of

generalization and allows us to make predictions regarding

our environment (Lee et al., 1995). We hypothesized that

individuals who empathize to a larger degree process social

information in a top-down manner, i.e. use prior knowledge

(in this case, stereotypical ideas about the speaker with regard

to his/her sex, age or SES) to generate expectations about

what the speaker will say, whereas individuals with low-

empathizing skills process this information in a bottom-up

manner i.e. do not make these predictions, but process the

incoming signal and then relate it to the social information.

This should result in a larger N400 effect in the pragmatic

manipulation for individuals with high empathizing skills

compared to those who exhibit low empathizing skills.

Therefore, we explicitly investigated whether N400 effects in

our study correlate with a measure for cognitive empathy, the

self-reporting Empathizing Questionnaire (EQ; Baron-Cohen

and Wheelwright, 2004).
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In addition, since stereotypes are based on generalizations

across individuals, experience with a given individual might

be able to overwrite the stereotype effects. This we investi-

gated by analysing how the speaker identity effects changed

over the course of the experiment.

METHOD
Participants
The ERP experiment was conducted with 36 right-handed

native speakers of Dutch, 18 males (18–26 years, mean age

20.8) and 18 females (18–35 years, mean age 21.8), 24 of

which were included in the Van Berkum et al.’s (2008)

study. None of the subjects reported having any neurological

impairment, or having experienced any neurological trauma.

All participants gave informed consent in writing according

to the Declaration of Helsinki and were paid for their

participation.

Materials
The experimental materials from a previous experiment

(Van Berkum et al., 2008) were used. For this experiment,

160 Dutch sentences had been constructed with a lexical

content that either did or did not fit probabilistic inferences

about the speaker’s sex, age and socio-economic status, as

could be inferred from the speaker’s voice. Translated ex-

amples of speaker incongruent utterances are ‘Before I leave I

always check whether my “make up” is still in place’, in a

male voice, ‘Every evening I drink some “wine” before I go

to sleep’ in a young child’s voice and ‘I have a large “tattoo”

on my back’ spoken in an ‘upper-class’ accent. In addition,

participants heard sentences containing classic semantic

anomalies which are pure linguistic violations matched

with semantically congruent sentences (e.g. ‘You wash your

hands with “horse” and water’ vs ‘You wash your hands with

“soap” and water’). For details, see Supplementary Data.

Procedure
After electrode application, participants were seated in a

sound-attenuating booth and listened to 352 sentences,

spoken by 21 different people, presented over audio speakers.

Participants were asked to process each sentence for compre-

hension, and no additional task demands were imposed. After

a short practice of 20 sentences, the trials were presented in

five blocks of 10 min each, separated by rest periods. Each trial

began with a fixation asterisk centred on the screen. After 1 s,

the spoken sentence was played from file. The asterisk re-

mained on the screen until 1 s after sentence offset, and was

followed by a 3.6 s inter-trial interval. Participants were asked

to avoid eye and other movements when the asterisk was

visible, and to deliberately blink in the inter-trial interval.

After the EEG experiment participants were asked to fill out

Dutch translations of the Empathizing and Systemizing

Questionnaires (Baron-Cohen et al., 2003; Baron-Cohen

and Wheelwright, 2004).

EEG recording and data analysis
EEG was recorded from 28 electrodes according to the ex-

tended International 10–20 system. Five additional electrodes

were used to support in signal processing: one placed at the

right mastoid, two at the outer left and right canthi, and two

above and below the left eye (converted off-line to bipolar

horizontal and vertical EOG signals, respectively). The

recording reference was placed at the left mastoid. Electrode

impedances were below 5 kOhm. Signals were recorded with

a BrainAmps DC amplifier (BrainProducts, München) using

a 200-Hz low-pass filter, a time constant of 10 s (0.016 Hz)

and a 500-Hz sampling frequency.

After off-line re-referencing of the EEG signals to the

mean of the left and right mastoid, they were filtered with

a 30-Hz low-pass filter. Segments ranging from 200 ms

before to 2000 ms after the acoustic onset of the critical

word were baseline-corrected by subtracting mean ampli-

tude from �200 to 0 ms pre-stimulus interval, and semi-

automatically screened off-line for eye movements, muscle

artefacts, electrode drifting and amplifier blocking. Segments

containing such artefacts were rejected (on average 12.7%,

with no asymmetry across conditions). The remaining EEG

segments were averaged per participant and condition, and

the associated mean amplitude values in the N400 latency

range (300–600 ms) from 11 posterior electrodes were sub-

mitted to repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs)

involving the within-subject factors Congruity (congruent,

incongruent), and Electrode (CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P7, P3,

Pz, P4, P8, O1, O2), and the between-subject factor Sex

(male, female).

RESULTS
Behavioural data
In a previous rating experiment (Van Berkum et al., 2008),

12 men and 12 women listened to the experimental stimuli

and were asked to rate on a 5-point scale ‘how normal or

strange you think it is to have the speaker utter this particu-

lar sentence’ (1¼ completely normal, 5¼ extremely odd). In

the present study, we investigated possible sex-based vari-

ability in these data to assess whether at a behavioural level

men and women rate the LS and SI violations differently.

Table 1 reveals the results.

An ANOVA with the within-subject factors Congruity

(congruent, incongruent), and Violation Type (lexical

Table 1 Off-line rating results for experimental materials

Condition Mean rating (SD)

Men (n¼ 12) Women (n¼ 12)

Lexical semantic congruent 1.4 (0.5) 1.5 (0.5)
Lexical semantic incongruent 4.6 (0.4) 4.6 (0.4)
Speaker identity congruent 1.5 (0.4) 1.6 (0.5)
Speaker identity incongruent 3.3 (0.8) 3.6 (0.9)
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semantic, speaker identity) and the between-subject factor

Sex (male, female) revealed a significant effect for Congruity

[F(1, 22)¼ 1706.90, P < 0.001], and a significant effect for

Violation Type [F(1, 22)¼ 50.74, P < 0.001], indicating

that the consistent items were judged to be more normal

compared to the inconsistent items, and the SI violations to

be less severe than the LS violations. None of the interactions

involving the factor Sex reached significance (all P > 0.2),

indicating that at the behavioural level no sex differences

were found.

ERP data
Sex differences
Figure 1 displays the grand average waveforms of the con-

gruent and incongruent conditions of the lexical semantic

(panel A) and the speaker identity (panel B) manipulations

at seven posterior electrodes, time-locked to the onset of the

critical word, for the male and female participants separately.

What can be seen is that, whereas the LS anomalies result

in a large N400 effect for both men and women, the SI vio-

lations result in an N400 effect for women only. This effect is

smaller than in the LS violations, but has a similar

centro-parietal distribution as the classical lexical semantic

N400 effect. No such N400 effect can be seen in men.

A repeated measures omnibus ANOVA on the mean

amplitude values in the 300–600 ms latency with the

within-subject factors Congruity (congruent, incongruent),

Violation Type (LS, SI) and Electrode (CP5, CP1, CP2,

CP6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, O2), and the between-subject

factor Sex (male, female) revealed a significant main effect

of Congruity [F(1, 34)¼ 126.99, P < 0.001], significant inter-

actions of Congruity with Violation Type [F(1, 34)¼ 73.68,

P < 0.001] and Congruity with Sex [F(1, 34)¼ 7.94,

P¼ 0.008], in the absence of a three-way interaction between

Congruity, Violation Type and Sex [F(1, 34) < 1, ns]. These

results indicate that the size of the N400 effects differ between

men and women (corresponding to an effect of 2.16 and

1.25 mV, collapsed across LS and SI), and that this sex differ-

ence in N400 effect size was present in both the LS and SI

manipulations.

Adaptation effects
To test for adaptation effects across the experiment we per-

formed a repeated measures omnibus ANOVA on the mean

amplitude values in the 300–600 ms latency with the

within-subject factors Congruity (congruent, incongruent),

Violation Type (LS, SI), Half (first, second) and Electrode

(CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, O2), and the

between-subject factor Sex (male, female). A significant

Fig. 1 ERP waveforms of men (blue) and women (red) at seven posterior sites and scalp distributions of N400 effects (incongruent minus congruent) per participant group for
(A) Lexical Semantic manipulation and (B) Speaker Identity manipulation. Negative amplitudes are plotted upwards.
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main effect of Congruity [F(1, 34)¼ 104.52, P < 0.001] was

found, as well as significant interactions of Congruity with

Violation Type [F(1, 34)¼ 73.5, P < 0.001], Congruity with

Sex [F(1, 34)¼ 7.18, P¼ 0.011]. The Congruity by Half

interaction did not reach significance [F(1, 34)¼ 1.71,

P¼ 0.2]. However, analysis of the four-way interaction

between these factors did reveal a trend [F(1, 34)¼ 2.97,

P¼ 0.094].

Based on our a priori hypotheses that stereotypical ideas

would be adjusted over the course of the experiment, we

performed an additional analysis for the SI stimuli alone,

where the effect is based on violations of stereotypical

ideas about the speakers. Figure 2 displays the grand average

waveforms of the speaker congruent and incongruent con-

ditions for the male and female participants at seven poster-

ior electrodes, time-locked to the onset of the critical word

for the first half (panel A) and second half (panel B) of the

experiment.

Figure 2 illustrates that in the first half of the experiment

women, in contrast to men, show a large N400 effect to the

SI stimuli, which completely disappears in the second half of

the experiment. Instead, a posterior late-positive effect be-

tween 800 and 1100 ms emerges. Statistical analysis on the

mean amplitude values in the 300–600 ms latency interval

for SI items with the factors Congruity, Violation Type,

Half and Electrode revealed a significant main effect of

Congruity [F(1, 34)¼ 9.06, P¼ 0.005], as well as a significant

three-way interaction between the factors Congruity, Half

and Sex [F(1, 34)¼ 5.74, P¼ 0.022], indicating that the

factor Half is of significance for the sex differences found.

When analysing the first and second half separately, re-

sults from the first half of the experiment revealed a signifi-

cant interaction of Congruity by Sex [F(1, 34)¼ 8.58,

P¼ 0.006]. Simple main effect analyses within each sex

group revealed a main effect of Congruity for women, but

not for men [F(1, 17)¼ 17.15, P¼ 0.001, corresponding to

an effect of 1.56 mV, and F(1, 17) < 1, ns, corresponding to a

mean difference of 0.01 mV, respectively]. Results from the

second half revealed no main effects of Congruity

[F(1, 17)¼ 1.23, P¼ 0.275], and no interaction of

Congruity and Sex [F(1, 34) < 1, ns, with mean differences

of 0.18 mV for women and 0.3mV for men]. These results

indicate that the Congruity by Sex interaction obtained in

the whole-experiment analysis actually is the result of a (sub-

stantial) N400 effect in the female participant group in the

first half of the experiment alone. In the second half of

the experiment, no N400 effects were obtained for either

the female or the male participant group.

Fig. 2 ERP waveforms of men (blue) and women (red) at seven posterior sites for Speaker Identity manipulation for (A) first half of experiment showing scalp distributions of
N400 effects (incongruent minus congruent) per participant group and (B) second half of experiment showing scalp distributions of Late Positive effects (incongruent minus
congruent) per participant group.
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A repeated measures ANOVA on the mean amplitude

values in the 800–1100 ms latency interval over the same

11 posterior electrodes for SI items with the factors

Congruity, Sex and Half revealed a marginally significant

three-way interaction between the factors Congruity, Half

and Sex [F(1, 34)¼ 3.88, P¼ 0.057], in the presence of a

significant main effect of Congruity [F(1, 34)¼ 4.51,

P¼ 0.041]. When analysing the first and second half separ-

ately, only the second half of the experiment showed reliable

ERP effects [F(1, 34)¼ 6.97, P¼ 0.012], which did not differ

between women and men [F(1, 34)¼ 2.11, P¼ 0.156].

As the absence of an SI N400 effect in the second half of

the experiment could be due to a general decline in amount

of attention over the course of the experiment, we also ana-

lysed the first and second half of the experiment with respect

to the LS items. Figure 3 displays the grand average wave-

forms of the semantically congruent and incongruent con-

ditions for the male and female participants at seven

posterior electrodes, time-locked to the onset of the critical

word for the first half (panel A) and second half (panel B) of

the experiment.

For the LS items, statistical analysis on the mean ampli-

tude values in the 300–600 ms latency interval over the same

11 posterior electrodes with the factors Congruity, Sex

and Half revealed a significant main effect of Congruity

[F(1, 34)¼ 126,15, P < 0.001], but not a three-way

interaction between Congruity, Sex and Half [F(1, 34) < 1,

ns], indicating that LS violations result in significant N400

effects for both men and women in the first (with mean

effects of 2.68 and 1.72 mV, respectively) and second half of

the experiment (with mean effects of 4.24 and 3.07 mV, re-

spectively). If anything, the LS violations elicited a larger

N400 effect in the second half of the experiment as indicated

by a significant Congruity by Half interaction

[F(1, 34)¼ 7.63, P¼ 0.009]. This suggests that the absence

of an N400 effect for the SI items in the second half of the

experiment is not due to a general decline in the amount of

attention paid to the experimental stimuli, which would

have resulted in smaller or absent N400 effects for the LS

items in the second half of the experiment.1

Fig. 3 ERP waveforms of men (blue) and women (red) at seven posterior sites and scalp distributions of N400 effects (incongruent minus congruent) per participant group for
Lexical Semantic manipulation for (A) first half and (B) second half of experiment.

1Analyses of the behavioural data, using the same order sequence of stimuli were performed. An ANOVA for SI

conditions significant main effects of Con (F(1,23)¼ 562.49, p < .001), Half (F(1,23)¼ 10.57, p¼ .004) and a

significant interaction between these two factors (F(1,23)¼ 6.80, p¼ .016), indicating that SI violations were

not equally severe across the two halves of the experiment. However, the effect sizes reveal that the SI

violations were actually more severe in the second half of the experiment (with effects of 1.79 and 2.01,

respectively).

Analyses of the LS items revealed a significant main effect of Con (F(1,23)¼ 1034.59, p < .001), no effect for

Half (F(1,23)¼ 1.99, p¼ .171) and no interaction between these two factors (F(1,23) < 1, ns), indicating,

that LS violations were equally severe across the two halves of the experiment (with effects of 3.12 and 3.10,

respectively). These results show that the electrophysiological differences between the two halves cannot be

due to an uneven distribution of items across the two halves.
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Correlations with empathy
Twenty-seven subjects (15 female) out of the 36 subjects who

participated in the ERP experiment filled out a Dutch trans-

lation of the Empathizing Questionnaire (EQ; Baron-Cohen

and Wheelwright, 2004). Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright

have shown that consistent with other self-reporting ques-

tionnaires, on average, women score higher on the EQ than

men. As a contrasting measure we also had the same

27 participants fill out another questionnaire shown to be

sensitive to sex differences, the Systemizing Questionnaire

(SQ; Baron-Cohen et al., 2003), investigating the ability to

understand and predict the workings of a system, which was

assumed not to correlate with N400 effect size. Table 2

reveals the results. Concurrent with previous findings, on

average, the female participants scored higher on the EQ

than the male participants [t(25)¼�2.61, P¼ 0.015], and

men scored higher on the SQ than women [t(25)¼ 2.86,

P¼ 0.008].

Next, we computed correlation scores for both the EQ

and SQ scores in relation to the N400 effect sizes (i.e. mean

amplitude difference between congruent and incongruent

conditions). See Figure 4 for the corresponding scatter

plots. For the LS stimuli we analysed the whole experiment

as both halves elicited significant N400 effects; neither EQ

nor SQ scores correlated with the LS N400 effect size

[r(25)¼�0.14, P¼ 0.477 and r(25)¼ 0.04, P¼ 0.842, re-

spectively]. For the SI manipulation, we analysed the N400

effect size in the first half of the experiment; EQ scores corre-

lated significantly with SI N400 effect size [r(25)¼�0.547,

P¼ 0.003]. Analysis of SQ scores did not reveal a significant

correlation with SI N400 effect size [r(25)¼ 0.022, P¼ 0.915].

Individuals with high EQ scores revealed larger SI N400

effects than individuals with low EQ scores (R2
¼ 0.30,

Fig. 4 Scatter diagrams showing correlations between (A) EQ score and mean Lexical Semantic N400 effect size; (B) EQ score and mean Speaker Identity N400 effect size;
(C) SQ score and mean Lexical Semantic N400 effect size; (D) SQ score and mean Speaker Identity N400 effect size. Note that N400 effect is larger when values are more negative.
Best fitting regression lines are also plotted.

Table 2 Scores on empathizing and systemizing questionnaires

Group N Min. Max. Mean (SD)

EQ score Total 27 21 64 42.4 (12.0)
Male 12 21 50 36.3 (9.4)
Female 15 21 64 47.3 (11.8)

SQ score Total 27 6 45 28.2 (9.4)
Male 12 16 45 33.3 (8.7)
Female 15 6 38 24.0 (7.9)
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P¼ 0.003, SI N400 effect¼ 2.03�0.07� EQ score). A mul-

tiple regression model (forward and backward) including

Sex and EQ score revealed that EQ score was a significant

predictor of the SI N400 effect (�¼�0.547, t(24)¼�3.27,

P¼ 0.003), whereas Sex was not, (�¼ 0.313, t(24)¼ 1.72,

P¼ 0.098). Based on these results, we performed a median

split of the participants based on their EQ scores, resulting in a

group of 14 individuals with low EQ scores (21–41, five

women and nine men), and a group of 13 individuals with

high EQ scores (42–64, 10 women and three men). Figure 5

reveals the SI ERP waveforms of the two EQ groups across

the two halves of the experiment. What can be seen is that,

whereas in the low-EQ group the waveforms for the congru-

ent and incongruent conditions across both halves of the

experiment fully overlap, the waveforms for the congruent

and incongruent condition in the high-EQ group shows an

N400 effect in the first half of the experiment, which is absent

in the second half. Interestingly, this N400 effect in the

first half of the experiment seems to be the result of a

combination of a decreased N400 amplitude in the congruent

condition, which significantly correlates with EQ

[r(25)¼ 0.391, P¼ 0.044], and an increase in N400 amplitude

to the incongruent condition (here, correlation with EQ does

not reach significance, r(25)¼�0.266, P¼ 0.179). The sig-

nificant correlation of SI congruent N400 amplitude with EQ

score indicates that, in individuals with higher EQ score, prag-

matic processing is facilitated as a result of top-down

processing.

DISCUSSION
Results from a previous ERP experiment have shown, that in

sentences like ‘I cannot sleep without my teddy bear in my

arms’, voice-based social information about who the speaker

(e.g. a 6-year-old girl vs an adult male) is integrated into the

preceding sentential context on-line, and in a similar fashion

as lexical semantic information (Van Berkum et al., 2008).

Both social pragmatic and semantic information processing

elicit a larger electrophysiological brain response, the N400

effect, in the incongruent condition relative to the congruent

condition. The current study investigated two potential

determinants of inter-individual differences, i.e. sex and

empathy, in the processing of these particular aspects of

information.

Results from an off-line behavioural experiment, where

participants were asked to indicate how odd they thought

a sentence was when the speaker was taken into account,

indicated no sex-based differences in the processing of

either pragmatic or semantic information (Table 1). In con-

trast, results from an on-line ERP experiment revealed that

semantic information processing as well as voice-based

speaker-identity processing were modulated by the listener’s

sex. In both types of information processing N400 effects

were largest for women compared to men (Figure 1). The

critical finding, however, is that although both types of

information appear to be subject to sex-based variability,

the sex difference in N400 sensitivity in the speaker identity

manipulation can actually be reduced to individual differ-

ences in the ability to empathize with another person, where-

as the sex difference in N400 sensitivity to the lexical

semantic manipulation cannot (Figure 4). As indicated by

a regression analysis, EQ score and not gender was found to

be the sole determinant of inter-individual variability in the

pragmatic N400 effect, indicating that cognitive style, rather

than gender per se influences social language processing.

Fig. 5 ERP waveforms of Speaker Identity manipulation in first (red) and second (blue) half of the experiment for seven posterior sites for (A) a group of participants with high
EQ scores and (B) a group with low EQ scores.
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Sex differences in linguistic and verbal social
information processing
Our findings of sex-based variability in language processing

are in line with recent ERP findings by Daltrozzo et al. (2007),

Wirth et al. (2007) and Schirmer et al. (Schirmer and

Kotz, 2003; Schirmer et al., 2005b). Both the Daltrozzo

et al. and the Wirth et al.’s study revealed that men

and women differed in semantic processing as indicated by

earlier and larger N400 effects for women as compared to

men. The authors concluded that women process language

more automatically, or more spontaneously conduct a deeper

semantic analysis than men. Schirmer and Kotz (2003)

revealed that only women showed an increased N400 to

emotionally incongruent stimuli while performing a semantic

task. They concluded that women seem to integrate emotional

information from prosody more readily into ongoing

semantic processing. These findings point to a higher sensi-

tivity for women for language processing in general, whether

it is semantic or social in nature.

A fundamental difference between our off-line rating

experiment and the ERP experiment is that, whereas for

reasons of ecological validity, we were interested in indi-

vidual differences in N400 effects when language was pro-

cessed implicitly, the behavioural scores of the rating study

reflect explicit language processing (i.e. participants were

required to judge how odd they thought the sentences

were). This suggests that attention may be a crucial factor

for individual differences in language processing. It appears

that women exhibit a higher sensitivity in implicit language

processing than men. However, in circumstances that

require language to be processed explicitly, sex-based differ-

ences disappear. This proposal fits with previous findings of

the influence of attention on sex-based differences in emo-

tional speech processing (Schirmer et al., 2002, 2005a).

Schirmer and colleagues (2002), found that women inte-

grated emotional prosody of a sentence (sad vs happy) and

word valence (e.g. ‘failure’) earlier than men. However, when

in a follow-up study participants were explicitly asked to

judge whether emotional prosody matched with word mean-

ing, sex-based differences at the electrophysiological level

disappeared (Schirmer et al., 2005a).

Empathy modulates top-down processing of social
information processing
Interestingly, whereas in the present study the lexical semantic

manipulation resulted in large N400 effects for both men

and women, the speaker identity manipulation revealed a

noticeable N400 effect only for the female participant group

(Figure 1). In the male participant group, no ERP effect was

discernable. Further analyses indicated that although both

types of information appear to be subject to sex-based vari-

ability, there is another, more defining, factor influencing

social information processing in particular. A regression

analysis of the ERP data revealed that the individual’s ability

to empathize, as measured by scores on a self-reporting

empathizing questionnaire, and not the listener’s sex, was

the sole predictor for the size of the pragmatic N400 effect.

Individuals with an empathizing-driven cognitive style

revealed larger N400 effects in the speaker identity contrast,

indicating they are more sensitive to certain social aspects

of language (Figure 4A). Since the ability to empathize, on

average, differs between men and women, it is not incon-

ceivable that Schirmer et al.’s findings, favouring women in

emotional word processing, another form of social informa-

tion processing, may also be explained by women having

better empathizing skills.

These ERP results clearly indicate that there is a qualitative

difference between the integration of ‘semantic’ and ‘social’

information into the linguistic context. Although both types

elicit similar N400 effects, with similar onset latencies and

topographical distributions, a person’s ability to empathize

correlates with social information processing but not lexical

semantic processing (Figure 4). Note that this difference also

appears to manifests itself in the oscillatory brain dynamics,

where both types of information affect power changes in

different frequency bands (see Supplementary Data for

time–frequency analyses on the current data). Whereas lex-

ical semantic violations elicited a theta-power increase across

all participants, only individuals with an empathizing-driven

cognitive style revealed a larger � band (50–60 Hz) power

increase to the speaker identity violations. Although these

findings in the time-frequency domain are interesting,

they merit adequate replication before conclusions can be

drawn.

More evidence for qualitative differences between

semantic and social information processing relates to an ob-

tained adaptation effect in social information processing

only. In contrast to the semantic manipulation, the speaker

identity incongruent items were not linguistic violations, but

mere violations of stereotypical ideas about the speaker, based

on the speaker’s voice. Figure 5 illustrates a modulation of

the pragmatic N400 effect, with individuals with high-

empathizing abilities eliciting a large N400 effect in the first

half of the experiment, compared the second half, where

the effect completely disappears. It is important to note that

these results cannot be due to a general decline in attention

over the course of the experiment. Statistical analysis of the

lexical semantic stimuli revealed that, if anything, there was

an increase in N400 effect size across the two halves of the

experiment for these stimuli (Figure 3).

These results point to a relatively fast adaptation process for

the pragmatic stimuli in individuals with high empathizing

skills. Previous research has shown that individuals who

empathize to a higher degree are better at predicting the

actions of others and responding to them in appropriate

ways (Saxe and Baron-Cohen, 2006). We suggest that, in

the context of the present experiment, high empathizers ini-

tially used stereotype-based information to implicitly gener-

ate expectations about what the speaker might say. This

resulted in a diminished N400 in sentences where the content
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of message were in-line with stereotypical beliefs about

the speaker and an increased N400 in cases of a mismatch

between these two types of information (Figure 5). In the

second half of the experiment high empathizers realized

that stereotypical information did not apply to the individual

speakers in this experiment, and therefore, was not a reliable

cue. As a result the group of high empathizers did not use it

any longer in the implicit processing of the message, resulting

in N400 components of equal amplitude for both the con-

gruent and incongruent stimuli in the second half of the

experiment.

Note, that we do not mean to imply that empathy in-

creases stereotyping, but rather that individuals who have

better empathizing skills use social information to generate

predictions about the actions of others. In the present study,

group membership information was the only information

available to our participants. However, we would predict

that if other types of information are available to the listener

(e.g. information about specific past behaviour or about

the mood the speaker is in), high empathizers use this in-

formation as well in generating expectations about what the

speaker might say next.

Importantly, from our results it appears that within our

experimental setting, low empathizers consistently did not

use information about social stereotypes in implicit sentence

comprehension, but rather took a more bottom-up ap-

proach to the processing of these social pragmatic sentences.

In contrast, the N400 effect in the lexical semantic stimuli

was still present in the second half of the experiment, indi-

cating that the hard wiring for integration of lexical semantic

information into the linguistic context appears to be much

stronger than for social information. Apparently, it is

harder to consider contextual lexical semantic information

as unreliable than social information concerning stereotypes

derived from the context. These findings can be related to

Bayesian inference models, where the priors based on stereo-

typical knowledge are quickly adapted if incoming informa-

tion generates prediction errors. It points to the fact that

some priors (e.g. lexical-semantic based priors) are less

easily updated than other priors, such as those based on

the pragmatic information about the speaker.

Interestingly, the ERPs to the speaker identity manipula-

tion in the second half of our experiment are reminiscent of

findings of an ERP study by Lattner and Friederici (2003)

investigating the processing of stereotypical information. In

their study, participants heard utterances spoken by four

male and four female speakers, half of which were incon-

gruent with stereotypical assumptions about the speaker,

always hinging on the speaker’s sex. In contrast to our

main finding of an N400 effect to violations of stereotypical

assumptions, Lattner and Friederici obtained a late positive

effect leading them to conclude that speaker identity infor-

mation is processed at a later stage than semantic informa-

tion. Statistical analysis in a later time window indicated that

in the second half of our experiment the speaker identity

manipulation also elicited a late positive effect (Figures 3

and 5). The specific design of the Lattner and Friederici’s

study may inadvertently have resulted in it being prone to

adaptation processes, with participants rapidly realizing

that stereotype-based information was not a reliable cue,

thereby eliminating effects specifically related to stereotyp-

ical expectations (i.e. N400 effects interacting with partici-

pants’ sex), and eliciting a later positive effect instead,

possibly related to more reflective processes, following

on-line integration as reflected by the N400 (Daltrozzo

et al., 2007).

CONCLUSION
The present electrophysiological study testifies to the im-

portance of the investigation of inter-individual differences

in cognitive functioning. Rather than considering them as

noise that obscures underlying regularities in the data, indi-

vidual differences may help to reveal the nature of under-

lying mechanisms (Underwood, 1975; Kosslyn et al., 2002).

Our results reveal individual differences in verbal social-

information processing that are explained by individuals’

cognitive styles. Inter-individual differences in a specific cog-

nitive trait, the ability to empathize, modulate ERP effects

(as well as oscillatory dynamics, see Supplementary Data

online), in social information processing in a linguistic con-

text. Whereas women were more likely to show brain

reactivity to social pragmatic violations than men, an indi-

vidual’s ability to empathize was the sole reliable deter-

minant of this aspect of social pragmatic language

functioning. Individuals with an empathizing-driven cogni-

tive style revealed larger N400 effects (and a larger increase in

� band power in the oscillatory domain) compared to low-

empathizing individuals. This finding suggests that individ-

uals with higher empathizing abilities are able to rapidly

integrate information about the speaker with the content

of the message as they appear to make use of these social

aspects of language to process language in a top-down

manner.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary data are available at SCAN online.
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